Our story begins in the far
off land of Babylonia...

Here a land owner had to pay taxes based
on the amount of land he owned.
I grow
no one
c=mx2
cares,
crops.
Dave!

what does
that even
mean?

Do I look
like i have a
magical
proportion
fairy?
Pay me with "C"
amount of
crops.

ve
da

In mathematical terms, if x is the length of the
side of the field, m is the amount of crop you
can grow
on the
a square field of sidelength 1, and
use
c is the amount of crop that you can grow,
then c=mx^2
You
should
actually listen
to Dave.
told
you!

I wish this
equation would just
die… then I wouldn't
have to pay you.

I still need to
solve for x to
determine how big a
field to plant.

Easy! x is equal
to the square root
of Crops divided by
amount yielded!

I literally
hate you.

The greeks decided they just
haaaad to figure out a solution
for the equation x^2= 2

What is he
talking about?

Triangles
and figuring out the
hypotenuse length.

a^2 + b^2 = c^2
Is that a right
triangle with side
lengths of one?
That's the twelfth
time you've asked
that. You're not
fooling anyone...
You don't
even know what
the golden
Rectangle is.

The Golden Rectangle can be seen
in the shape of windows,
especially on Georgian houses.
More recently, the Golden Ratio
can also be found as the "perfect
shape" for photographs and film
images. So think about that next
time you take a square instagram
photo… you're ruining thousands
of years of mathematical
discovery. and the next time
you're watching Netflix for eight
hours in a row think about how
perfect the images look and
remember the golden rectangle.

Did you know that you are
part of this equation every
time you're in a car that
accelerates and stops?

You should
graph that to
see what it
looks like!

Ain't nobody
got time for
that!

The resulting graph
is a parabola!

traffic cops

Insurance Companies

Car designers

What if I told
you that your
cell phone only
works because
of quadratics?

A mobile phone works by converting your speech into
high frequency radio waves and the behavior of these
waves can then be calculated using further formulae
involving i . So we can say with justification that
without the simple quadratic equation x^2 = -1 the
mobile phone would never have been invented.
Super long story sort of short:
Imaginary numbers were created when
mathematicians faced the problem x^2 = -1
The "cheat" they created was to just make up
an answer by defining it using the symbol i.
Now i^2 = -1, which means it can't be a real
number, so it's imaginary.
And we apply our understanding of i and
quantum theory to calculate "wave number" of
a quantity to create this partial differential
equation:

Understanding the motion of these electrons is
what allows us to design integrated circuits for
things like computers, cars DVD players and
mobile phones.

